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(R4) 15:25 MARKET RASEN, 2m 4f 139y 

Mansionbet Maiden Hurdle (Class 5) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 22/12- AKARITA LIGHTS (IRE) 28 
b g Arctic Cosmos - Akarita

5 11 - 2 Wayne Hutchinson
A King

-

Jockey Colours: Beige and emerald green check, beige sleeves
Timeform says: Flat-bred who overcame interference to get off the mark in bumpers for
John Quinn at Kelso 11 months ago and was an excellent second for new yard recently. Very
appealing hurdling debutant.  (Forecast 2.25)

Notes: 

2 04- ARCADIAN SEA (IRE) 27 
b g Born To Sea - Drombeg Dawn

5 11 - 2t Kevin Jones (3)
Mrs S J Humphrey

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, purple chevron, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, purple stars
Timeform says: Modest Flat winner who is yet to beat a rival in 2 outings over hurdling,
jumping noticeably poorly in a novice at Fakenham last time, so hard to make any sort of
case for.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

3 HEDIDDODINTHE (IRE) 
gr g Kendargent - Damoiselle

5 11 - 2 K Yeoman (7)
P Winks

-

Jockey Colours: Purple and yellow diabolo, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, purple star
Timeform says: Fair on Flat, stays 16.5f, well below best last 3 starts. Set for another
struggle trying hurdling for the first time.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

4 58/P-P IVOR THE FOX 9 
b g Sakhee - Florie

7 11 - 2 Nathan Moscrop (5)
Miss S Ender

-

Jockey Colours: White, royal blue spots, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Doesn't appear to have any ability.  (Forecast 201.00)

Notes: 

5 5-4 OVERFLOW (FR) 15 
b g Bonbon Rose - Furika

4 10 - 11 DOUBTFUL
D Skelton

-

Jockey Colours: White, purple chevrons, chevrons on sleeves, white and purple quartered cap
Timeform says: Just modest form in a bumper but really caught the eye under a considerate
ride in a novice at Uttoxeter on hurdling debut and should improve significantly for this step
up in trip. NON RUNNER.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

6 34- CLEM (IRE) 259 
b m Malinas - Glorybe

5 10 - 9h1 Adam Wedge
Laura Morgan

-

Jockey Colours: Black and red (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Didn't offer a great deal in bumpers towards the end of last year, so hard to
see her making any impression switched to hurdling after 8 months off.  (Forecast 101.00)

Notes: 

7 1/3- DEPUTY JONES (IRE) 37 
b m Milan - Hudson Hope

6 10 - 9 T Scudamore
N P Mulholland

-

Jockey Colours: Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Winning pointer who probably needed her first run after a long absence
when a mildly-encouraging third in a 5-runner novice at Fontwell on Rules debut, so he
should improve plenty from that.  (Forecast 2.00)

Notes: 

8 F10/P7-
6

JAXLIGHT 5 
b m Lucarno - Jaxelle

7 10 - 9 Joe Williamson (7)
Stef Keniry

-
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Jockey Colours: Pink, dark blue spots
Timeform says: Sedgefield bumper for Patrick Holmes but little impact in novice hurdles and
probably one for low-grade handicaps.  (Forecast 81.00)

Notes: 

9 P/ KEEM BAY 577 
b m Multiplex - Copsehill Girl

5 10 - 9 D Crosse
M Mullineaux

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, royal blue star, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap
Timeform says: No sign of ability in a Flat maiden and a juvenile hurdle back in 2017

 (Forecast 151.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: AKARITA LIGHTS has plenty of speed on the dam's side of his pedigree, but
he's by a St Leger winner and shaped as if in need of this extra emphasis on stamina last time, so this
potentially useful bumper recruit is taken to edge out ex-pointer Deputy Jones in a race which they're
likely to dominate.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: AKARITA LIGHTS (1) 
2: DEPUTY JONES (7) 
3: HEDIDDODINTHE (3)


